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Abstract 
The growing of computer networks and transmission capacity causes the possibil
ity of a rising amount of service offers in distributed systems. One of the CORBA
services is the trading service, which supports clients in searching for suitable 
services. 

This paper introduces an evaluation component for a CORBA trader. This com
ponent uses a service distance function to select an optimal service offer from a 
trader's database. A service distance function computes the distance between a 
service request and a service offer with regard to their service properties. The 
service with the minimal distance to the service request is the optimal service. 
Hence, existing methods for distance computation between vectors are used, and a 
rulework for computing the distance between service properties is developed. The 
resulting evaluation procedure is implemented in a CORBA trader using the dis
tributed platform Orbix. The implementation is compared with the classic evalua
tion mechanism of the used trader. Furthermore the various methods for distance 
computation are compared among themselves. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

In a large distributed system many services are offered. To support a client in 
searching a special service a trader can be used. This trader has a service directory, 
which contains available services specified by a service type and service property 
values. If a client requests a service, the trader procures a convenient one. The 
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problem in this mechanism is that the process of selecting a service only matches 
the client's request against the service property values. There is no possibility to 
take into consideration quality of service aspects as defined in the quality of serv
ice basic framework [QoS 95]. Hence it follows, that two problems in the common 
trading mechanism arise: 
1. There is no possibility to identify an order of precedence on the fitting service 

offers. So the trader is able to procure a minimal suitable service whereas better 
services are registered in the trader's service directory. 

2. If all service offers in the trader's domain have a small deviation from the im
porter's specification, no service is procured. Nevertheless a little deviating 
service could satisfy the importer. 

This paper treats a modification of a trader's evaluation procedure. The modifi
cation allows the client to include quality aspects into its request. The trader now 
uses a set of service distance functions to calculate the distance between the service 
request and each service offer to investigate a ranking on the given service offers. 
Therefore, a service is viewed as a vector of properties. Analytic methods are used 
to calculate distances between such vectors. With respect to service quality a prop
erty can consist of several values with certain roles. Thus, to calculate a distance 
between these components, it was necessary to develop a new rulework. The serv
ice with minimal distance to the requested service is regarded as optimal service. 

The paper is structured as follows. In the second chapter an overview about 
service trading and quality effects is given. The trading process and service nota
tions are introduced. Furthermore the consideration of service quality leads to the 
concept of the service distance functions. The third chapter explains the concept of 
finding an optimal service in a trader's service directory. An overview about the 
implementation of the presented evaluation approach into a CORBA trader is 
given in the fourth chapter. Chapter five presents as well a comparison between the 
new evaluation component and the existing mechanism as a comparison between 
the used distance computation methods. Finally, the sixth chapter presents conclu
sions and tasks for further studies. 

2 SERVICE REQUEST VS SERVICE OFFER 

To explain the purpose of service distance functions, at first a short introduction 
into service notations and service trading is given. 

2.1 Service trading in CORBA 

A service is a function provided by an object at a computational interface [PSW 
96]. This function expresses a set of capabilities available at the interface. Such a 
service is an instance of a service type. For each service type there exists an affili
ated interface type and several noncomputational aspects called service proper
ties. Different services of the same service type may differ in their service proper-
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ties. A service property is described as a (name, value) pair and is an instance of a 
service property type. 

A trader is a service procuring other services. For this purpose, a trader needs a 
service directory, which contains descriptions about all services available at the 
trader. A service description included in such a directory is called a service otTer. 

An exporter, that is a server that wants to provide a service, can register this 
service within the service directory. The service is registered with exporter identi
fier, service interface identifier, service type description and service properties. 

4. Exported Service 

Figure 1 Service Trading 
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A client using a trader to search a service is called importer [SPM 94]. It re
quests a service at the trader in specifying the service type and service properties. 
Therefore the importer chooses the operations SEARCH or SELECT. SEARCH 
brings about all suitable services, whereas SELECT brings about only one of them. 
Such specifications for example could be made by a service description language 
[PM 94). The choice of suitable services at the trader is made by matching service 
type and service properties with every service offer. The result of a service import 
is an interface identifier. Now, the importer can directly contact the server that has 
exported the service. This trading process is shown in figure 1. 

2.2 Quality of service and service properties 

The described trading mechanism only tolerates single values for each service 
property. These values are matched against values of the service offer. A single 
demanded value is either fulfilled or not. This concept is insufficient for many ap
plications. Many services like video conferencing and interactive applications need 
a consideration of quality aspects. The quality of service could be taken into ac
count by formulating quality characteristics as service properties. Quality charac
teristics are e.g. throughput, transmission delay or availability [Th 95]. Now, an 
importer needs to specify more than one value. namely a target. a lower bound 
and an upper bound on such a characteristic to formulate its wishes and limits. see 
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figure 2. All these values are components of a quality of service parameter, so they 
all are needed to express quality [QoS 95]. Furthermore the importer must be al
lowed to specify the preference of every characteristic, so that the trader knows 
what characteristics are to be dealt with priority. Because of the arising complex 
structures of service properties, normal matching no longer can be used. 

Service Properties 

Service Request: r = (rJ, ... , rn) with 

Service Request Property rj : 

rj= {Target t 

} 

Upper Bound u 

Lower Bound I 
Preference p 

Figure 2 Service Property Structure 

Service Offer 0 = (OJ, ... , Om) with 

Service Offer Property OJ : 

OJ = { Upper Bound u 

Lower Bound I 

A number of distance functions on vectors are well known in analysis, especially 
maximum metric, Euclidean metric and Manhattan metric. Furthermore methods in 
fuzzy set theory and the analytic hierarchy process provide approaches suitable for 
the distance computing on vectors. But there is no method to compute the distance 
between single components, because they are records of values with different 
roles. So, it was necessary to develop a distance function on service property rec
ords. This distance function is presented in the next chapter, just as a short over
view of known distance functions on vectors. 

3 SERVICE DISTANCE FUNCTION 

To compute the distance between service vectors, two steps are necessary. The first 
step is to compute the distance between the components of both vectors, the serv
ice property records. This step is described in section 3.1. The result is a vector of 
differences. In the second step, these differences must be combined to the distance 
between vectors. In section 3.2 some methods are presented to achieve this. Sec
tion 3.3 presents a short comparison of the presented service distance functions. 

3.1 Service property record distance 

As described in chapter two, a service request property with quality consideration 
in our example consists of four values with the roles target, upper bound, lower 
bound and preference. A service offer property consists of a lower bound and an 
upper bound. So, it is impossible to compute a simple difference between both 
structures. Therefore, it was necessary to draw up rules for every possible combi
nation of values. 
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The importer is allowed to specify each combination of target and bounds. To 
simplify the evaluation. in the specifying process either both or no bounds are oc
cupied. Not occupied components have the value undefined. Likewise the exporter 
can specify only one or both bounds. Service offer vector and service request vec
tor need not have equal size and contain equal properties. so OJ only means the 
property with the same name as r; . In this paper only a short insight into the rule
work is given. The complete rulework is explained in [Th 96]. 
• If the service request property r; only defines a target. the difference is zero if 

the value is within the bounds of the affiliated service offer property OJ • Out
side the bounds the difference to the corresponding bound must be computed: 

if rj .t =1= .l and rj .u = .l mill OJ.U =1= .l then 
if OJ .I ~ rj .t ~ OJ .u 

then dc;{rj. OJ) = 0 
else if OJ .u < rj .t 
~ dc;{rj. OJ) = rj .t - OJ .u 

else dc(r;. OJ) = OJ .1- fi .t 

The rules for the cases that only bounds or bounds and a target are specified. are 
treated similar. Furthermore there are other problems that must be considered. e.g. 
properties could be specified in a non-numerical format or in a probabilistic way. 

At last. the resulted difference must be weighted with the importer specified 
weights to consider the importance of a property. The result is a weighted com

. ponent distance dwc: 

dwc;{ri. 0i) = rj .p * dc;{r;. OJ) 

The whole set of rules allows to compute the distances in all components of the 
service request vector. The resulting differences could be put together in a differ
ence vector d = (d} •...• dn ) with dj = dwc;{r;. OJ) for i = 1 •...• n. In the next step all 
these values dj are to be combined to the difference between the service vectors. 

3.2 Service property vector distance 

The idea of a vector distance function dv is to compute a distance between vectors 
by combining the individual component differences. In analysis there are a few 
metrics which can be employed on such vectors. In general. an analytic metric for 
n > 0 is defined as follows: 

dv(( Xl, ... ,Xm),( Yl, ... ,Ym)):= V'L:1dwc( Xi,Yi t 
In practice, the relevant cases are n = 1, 2 and infinity. In these cases, the metrics 

are called Manhattan metric, Euclidean metric and maximum metric. The optimal 
service offer can be found by minimising the distance dv• Beside the mathematical 
functions to compute the distance between vectors, in practice there are other 
methods to find out an optimal service: 
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• Fuzzy set theory [Zi 91] 
• Analytic hierarchy process (AHP) [Sa 80], [DP 94] 
• Additive and multiplicative model [Be 90] 

A description of these methods can be found in [Th 96]. 

3.3 Comparison 

In the previous sections service distance functions dwc and dv were presented. 
There is no other function to compare with dwc , because the property records have 
a new structure. So the service ability of dwc is to be examined in practice. For dv, 

several methods are presented. The additive model needs not to be considered, be
cause it is equal to Manhattan metric. Table 1 gives a short overview about com
putation complexity, expected result precision and implementation easiness for all 
vector difference computing methods. 

Table 1 Overview about the presented methods 

metrics fuzzy set theory AHP multiplicative model 

complexity + + 0 

precision + + ++ + 

implementation + + + 

Because of the easy implementation possibilities of all methods except the ana
lytic hierarchy process, the best solution is an integrated distance computation 
mechanism with choice of the distance function by the importer. 

4 IMPLEMENTATION OF THE EVALUATION COMPONENT 

In this chapter, concepts are presented for implementing the trader evaluation 
component in C++. The evaluation component is integrated in an existing CORBA 
trader [Zl 96] of the distributed platform Orbix [ORBIX]. Different importers 
could have different meanings about an optimal service. Therefore, in the evalua
tion component every combination of a distance function with both, multiplicative 
and exponential weightings is possible. 

The importer must specify the service request as before, only additionally it can 
specify more values on a service property. Furthermore, the importer must choose 
a service distance function and a weighting mechanism. Hence, two types are de
fined, distance_type and preference_type. The first type includes the 
methods for computing a service property vector distance as presented in chapter 
3.2, the second type contains a set of weighting mechanisms. Fuzzy set theory op
timisation and the additive model can be viewed as special cases of maximum met-
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ric respectively Manhattan metric. Because every combination of distance func
tions with preference functions is allowed, these types do not need to be consid
ered. To be consistent with the trading standard, the service properties can not be 
transmitted to the trader as vector, but must be transformed in policies. Within the 
trader, this transformation must be annulated. 

/* The class qosConstraints describes the service request properties 
*/ 
class qosConstraints 
( private: struct_qos_specification *qosSpecification 

public : void set_qosSpecification( 

} ; 

const iwt_types: :ConstraintSpecType& matchingConstraints, 
const iwt_types: :PreferenceSpecType& selectionPreference); 

struct_qos_searchVector *return_vector(); 

struct struct_qos_specification 
{ distance_type distance_function; 

preference_type preference_function; 
struct_qos_searchVector *qos_searchVector; 

} ; 

Figure 3 Class qosConstraints for a service request 

Because Orbix and the used trader are object oriented, the quality of a service 
request, i.e. the service properties, are seen as an object of the class qosCon
straints, see figure 3. The internal state qosSpecification is a vector 
containing the desired distance and preference function as well as a vector of 
struct_qos_searchVector. For each service request property, this vector 
includes a record of target, upper bound, lower bound and preference. The public 
function set_qosSpecification serves for covering the qosSpecifica
tion with the specified matching constraints. The specification is contained in 
the variable matchingConstraints. selectionPreference contains 
the preferences on the properties specified in matchingConstraints. Both 
are defined in the existing trader. Furthermore, functions must be implemented to 
get the registered qosSpecification. More work is not needed on an object 
for a service request vector. 

/* The class service_qos describes the service properties in a service offer 
*/ 
class service_qos 
( private: struct_qos_offerVector *qos_offerVector; 

public : void set_qosOfferVector( 

} ; 

const iwt_types::PropertyValueListType& spv, 
const iwt_types: :PropertyValueListType& sopv); 

double compute_distance(struct_qos_searchVector * searchVector , 
distance_type distance_function, 
preference_type preference_function); 

Figure 4 Class service_qos for a service offer 

Likewise the property specification is seen as an object. For service request and 
service offer different objects are necessary, because a service provider can specify 
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fewer values on a property. So, the internal state qos_offerVector of an ob
ject for service offer properties is a vector which contains a record consisting of 
upper and lower bound for each service offer property. A function 
set_qos_offerVector is needed to cover the vector with the exporter's 
service property and service offer property values. Then, the distance to a service 
request specification is to be computed using the function compute_distance. 
This function realises the distance functions described in chapter three. The class 
service_qos for the service offer properties is shown in figure 4. 

The described objects are implemented and integrated into the CORBA trader. In 
the trader, all service offers are stored into a service directory as objects of class 
ServiceTableltem. Such an object generally contains a property value list. 
Instead of this, at the service export now an object service_qos for each serv
ice is generated. At a service import, the presented matching constraints are trans
formed into an object qosConstraints. This object is passed to the service di
rectory, and then to the service_qos of each ServiceTableltem. Within 
this object, the service distance between the service request and the affiliated serv
ice offer is computed. All suitable service offers are collected in a list which is 
sorted by the computed distance. So, the first entry is the optimal service. 

5 ASSESSMENT OF THE EVALUATION COMPONENT 

To assess the evaluation component, a comparison with the classic trader will be 
necessary. Furthermore, the different distance functions should be compared with 
each other. For this purpose, two comparisons are made. First, the evaluation times 
of all methods are compared. Subsequently, a comparison of the import results is 
given. 

Service Request 

~port 
Offered Service Interface 

Figure 5 The measure points 

Service Dir·ectorv 

To investigate the trader's evaluation time, four measure points have been estab
lished. These points are shown in figure 5. Nothing happens between A and B in 
the classic trader. In the new trader the transformation of the matching constraints 
into a service request property vector is made there. The evaluation process takes 
place between Band C. Between C and D only a copy of the resulted service offer 
is made in both traders. The only exception is the AHP. At this method, pairwise 
comparisons between all service offers are necessary. Therefore, after passing 
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point C the matrices for pairwise comparison must be evaluated. To do so, the time 
spans AB, BC and CD are measured. 

In the following, all service offers have the same service type and the same 
service properties. The service property values are chosen by chance. Furthermore 
the service request has the same service type and a subset of the properties of the 
service offers. 

Time [ms] 

8oor-----------------------------------,r------~ 
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Figure 6 Time of the overall evaluation process 
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Figure 6 shows the overall evaluation time the trader needs depending on the 
number of service offers with correct service type in the trader's database, i.e. AD. 
The service request is made with five of the service offers' properties. All evalua
tion mechanisms show an exponential ascent in the evaluation time. The reason is 
the implementation of sequences in Orbix. All suitable services are collected in a 
sequence of the type serviceOfferDetailType. If a suitable service is 
found, a new sequence with an increased length is generated. Then, the content of 
the old sequence must be copied into the new one. With an increasing number of 
services, the information which has to be copied increases as well, resulting in an 
exponential ascend of evaluation time. On the same reason the classic trader is 
faster than the new one, because there is a lower amount of information that must 
be copied. 

The behaviour of the AHP is slightly different from that of the other distance 
functions. To explain that phenomenon it is necessary to split the evaluation time 
into the times AC and CD. AB needs not to be considered individual, as this is only 
one millisecond on average. Figure 7 shows the time between C and D. At the use 
of the AHP at CD the pairwise comparison takes place. For each service request 
property a matrix is generated. For each new service offer, the size of all matrices 
increases, resulting in an exponential ascend. The other distance functions and the 
classic trader only make a copy of the resulted service offers; in these cases the 
time increases constantly. 
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Figure 7 Time after the search in the service directory 
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Time behaviour of the classic trader is more suitable than the new one's, but this 
results by the implementation of the Orbix sequences. By implementing own se
quences, this disadvantage becomes lost. 

Now the result of the service import should be examined. Ten service offers with 
the correct service type and ten service properties are exported. These services are 
imported and the distance to each service is considered. The sum of the distances is 
standardised to one, to make possible a comparison between the distance functions. 
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Figure 8 Distances to all imported services 
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Figure 8 shows the distance to each service offer for all distance functions and 
the classic trader by specifying a service request with ten properties. The figure 
shows a similar behaviour of the metrics. The multiplicative model shows a more 
extreme behaviour. The more suitable services are very well evaluated and with 
only small differences between them. That results from the fact that large differ-
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ences in service properties are weighted stronger than low differences. The less 
suitable services are evaluated very disadvantageous and with large differences. 
The AHP evaluates the best service offer very good, the other service offers are 
valued very bad. The reason is the comparison strategy used. The classic trader 
values all services equally, the first service found is selected. It should be men
tioned that the service order resulting from the use of a distance function is de
pending on that function. 

The behaviour of the distance functions leads to the idea of extending the opera
tors SEARCH and SELECT. The importer could specify a distance of the interval 
[0, 1]. Only those service offers with a relative distance lower than the importer's 
distance parameter are presented. Such a variation of the importer's operations is 
not possible with the classic trader. 

Altogether the new evaluation component has an advantage compared to the 
classic trader. But in further investigations the suitability of the analytic hierarchy 
process appeared as very low. Therefore the pairwise comparison of the analytic 
hierarchy process should be revised. 

6 CONCLUSIONS 

This paper has presented an approach to formulate and evaluate service properties 
with respect to quality. For that purpose services were viewed as vectors, so it was 
possible to compute the distances between a service request and each service offer. 
An optimal service offer has a minimal distance to the service request. Further
more, aspects are presented to implement the service distance computing method 
in an Orbix trader. The implementation was tested and the new evaluation mecha
nism was compared with the classic trader. Additional, a comparison between the 
distance functions was given. 

The result of this paper is an evaluation mechanism for distance computing be
tween services. This rulework is more flexible and more importer oriented than 
common selection mechanisms, because it allows the importer on the one hand to 
specify the quality of its properties. On the other hand it allows to express its inter
pretation of an optimal service. So the importer gets better services. Because the 
disadvantage of distance functions in evaluation time is caused by the implemen
tation of Orbix, the evaluation component altogether is more suitable than the old 
mechanism. Furthermore an extended importer operation SEARCH or SELECT 
should be implemented using service distance functions. 

The future tasks are to enhance the rulework by considering threshold on service 
properties and enabling the description of all service property values as probabilis
tic or statistic. Another point of interest is the distinction between static and dy
namic properties. Further work has to be done on optimising the trader's time be
haviour, e.g. by transforming non-numerical service properties into a numerical 
format at the importer. Furthermore it is necessary to modify the pairwise compari
son in the analytic hierarchy process. Otherwise this method is useless. 
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